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Around
fifty
leaders
and
committee members gathered at
Pymble Uniting Church Hall for a
veritable banquet. Shirley Hart
and her team organised the
night with the Club providing
the drinks, BBQ chicken and
bread rolls, while all the
attendees arrived with nibbles,
salads or desserts.
What a
spread!

Email
Walk submissions for the newsletter
walkssecretary@gmail.com
Short notice walks
bushclubsnw@gmail.com
Postal address
Walks Secretary
PO Box 3079
Regents Park.
NSW 2143

Web Information and
Notice Board
www.bushclub.org.au

Please send anything you think will
interest our members to
Colleen Loudon
bushclubeditor@gmail.com

Numbers were down a little on
last year’s function as many of
our leaders were off walking in
exciting places and taking
advantage of the Anzac day
extended weekend.
Our President, Robyn Christie,
managed to get everyone's
attention before the dessert was
served....no
easy
task....to
welcome guests and thank all
the leaders and committee
members. This year the Club
gained 17 new leaders, Robyn
introduced those present to the
gathering. Robyn also outlined
some of the new initiatives the
Committee is introducing to
support all our leaders. These

include
training
sessions,
mentors
for
new
leaders,
leader’s profiles on the website
and a project to reintroduce
forgotten walks back to the
program.

Advance Notice – AGM
The AGM will be held on Thursday 30th
November at the McMahons Point
Community Centre, 165 Blues Point Road,
McMahons Point. Further details will follow
at a later date.
Members are reminded that all Committee
positions automatically become vacant each
year and a number of current committee
members will not be standing again.
We urge all Members to consider
nominating for a year on the Committee.

Flora and Fauna

Leaders were asked to 'help
themselves' to a selection of
maps and camping equipment
that had been donated, nearly
all items found new homes by
the end of the evening.

Watch out for:

Epacris longiflora
(Native Fuschsia)

Everyone had a wonderful time
catching up with old friends and
meeting new ones. A big thank
you to Shirley Hart, the catering
was fantastic and thanks also to
the many hands that made light
work of the end of the night
clean up.
Check out all the photos from
the night on our website.

Image: CSIRO http://www.scienceimage.csiro.au/image/
2696
Grows up to 1.5 metres high although the
bush can get quite scraggly.

Flowers up

to 20mm long range from pink to red
with white tips.

It flowers from April to

November and can be found in quite shady
areas and often on quite rocky Sydney
sandstone.
http://www.friendsoflanecovenationalpark
.org.au/Flowering/Flowers/Epacris_longiflo
ra.htm

Vale John Wilson
John Wilson, a very active member of the
Bush Club since 2002, passed away
peacefully on 5th March. He was a young
78. Bush Club members who had the
privilege and pleasure of his friendship will
know that he liked to walk, but many may
be unaware of some of the more defining
aspects of his life.
John grew-up in East Lindfield with his
parents and two brothers. After
completing a BA with Honours; a Diploma
of Education, and a Masters of Education
at the University of Sydney he began a
teaching career (History and English) at
Shore School, which he later interrupted
to travel overseas. Returning to Sydney he
resumed teaching at Shore for a short time
before embarking on his much longer
career with the Federal Department of
Foreign Affairs and Ausaid - in Sydney,
Canberra and three overseas postings in
India, China and Cambodia. A lifelong
learner, John was always concerned about
issues – particularly around social justice
and human rights, and the overseas
postings were absolute highlights of his
career as they enabled him to work closely
with people of other cultures and to gain
insight into their traditions, their history,
and their contemporary challenges.
As a young man John was part of the
Lindfield Presbyterian Fellowship, an
active social group through which he
established many enduring friendships,
foremost of which was the supportive, rich
and loving partnership of 49 years with his
wife Jan. They married in England in 1968.
Settling back in Australia their family soon
grew to include two daughters, Sarah and
Kayte, and later, four grandchildren,
Henry, Jack, Thomas and Priya. Immensely
proud and protective of them all, they
were never far from his conversation.
Beyond family and career John found, and
maintained, many friendships through
shared interests in theatre, film, music,

photography, travel, history and of course
walking. More recently his friends at the
Kuringai Historical Society, recognized him
as ‘Family Historian of the Year’ for the
published biography he had meticulously
researched and beautifully written over
recent times about his great-great
grandfather, George Wilson.
It’s no exaggeration to say that John liked
a good walk, and the Himalayas obviously
provided the sort of physical challenges
that he relished. His first trek, to Kashmir,
almost 30 years ago, ignited a passion for
the terrain and the people of the
Himalayas. He obviously loved it, and
returned three times more, to trek
to Gokyo Lakes; Everest base camp - from
both the Nepalese and Tibetan sides; and
finally in 2007, two years after he'd walked
the Kokoda track, he joined Tony Hickson’s
Bush Club trek to Makalu base camp in
Nepal.
John discovered the Bush Club through
Graham Lewarne. Their friendship began
in 1964 when they worked together at
Shore School, as teachers, and Asst.
Boarding House Masters, and they soon
discovered a mutual love of music, theatre
(especially Shakespeare), books, film and
wine. Their paths diverged from 1967 to
2002, when John and Jan spent significant
periods overseas, but they remained in
contact, and their friendship resumed
soon after John and Jan finally settled back
in Sydney. They met Graham on his way
home from
a
Bush
Club
walk. Graham's characteristic enthusiasm
and their already keen interest in walking
conflated and they joined the club in 2002,
quickly becoming very active members.
John led many walks and served on the
committee – including for a time as Vice
President. He enjoyed multi-day pack
walks, and with Jan, regularly participated
in many of the club’s day walks and
several overseas trips. John and Jan loved
the Bush Club and have cherished the
many friendships they formed through it.

On the track, it was always going to be
that much more enjoyable, if John and Jan
were in the group of walkers. John was a
warm conversationalist and he was always
good company. His diverse interests and
experience enabled him to talk
perceptively on a broad range of topics,
but the single most engaging characteristic
of this modest, thoughtful, and
understanding man's conversation, was his
unusual capacity to listen - authentically.
On the subject of walking and talking, John
recently reflected on this quote of CS
Lewis….’Walking and talking are two very
great pleasures, but it is a mistake to
combine them. The only friend to walk with
is one who so exactly shares your taste for
each mood of the countryside, that a glance,
a halt, or at most a nudge, is enough to
assure us that the pleasure is shared.’ John’s
view on the subject was less prescriptive
and much more sociable, he said…….."I've
always enjoyed solitariness in nature and
I've often sought it but probably don't
pursue it as much as I should, or would like
to. Nonetheless I can still appreciate the
landscape and nature, particularly on walks
such as the Minnamurra to Kiama coastal
walk. It's not all bad 'dragging the chain' at
the back of the walking pack and musing on
one's own, but in my present limited walking
capacity, it's the pleasant social interaction
that I miss most."
So John enjoyed every aspect of walking,
but mostly it seems he loved the
pleasant social interactions that he
found along the way. Those of us who so
enjoyed the pleasure of his genial
companionship will truly miss him but are
enduringly enriched by his friendship.

“So you go on mate. We’ll rest here a while
longer and then we’ll follow you.
We’ll miss you, but won’t be far behind.
We’ll catch you up soon.”

ODE TO A BUSH CLUB VENTURE
or: THE ALMOST MAKALU TREK
by John Wilson
Dedicated to my Fellow Trekkers with
Thanks
We read the Club News, as we
normally do,
And saw there was a trek to climb
Makalu.
The leader would be Tony, who scaled
Mera Peak,
And expressions of interest came week
after week.
After buying our gear, and months of
hard training,
We left Sydney town, our real worlds
disdaining.
At Kathmandu airport, we struggled
with fees,
Until met by Sherpa Nima, the
organiser, yes please.
He bused us to town, at the pace of a
camel,
And stopped at our hotel in downtown
Thamel.
We enjoyed the ambience, the food
and the beer,
And each toured the old temples as a
sightseer.
Here, Helen showed she was up to the
task,
Of shopping at speed in her Bunnings
dusk mask.
When we left Kathmandu to fly to the
east,
The girls were upset, as all shopping
had ceased.
From Tumlingtar airport, packed lunch
tucked inside,
We trucked off in the dust for an
incredible ride.
"This is fun", said our Chris, "I love this
truck tramping",

Until the first shock of toilet tents and
real camping.
We then trekked in earnest, an unruly
bunch,
But soon after we started we stopped
for our lunch.
By the time we hit Num, the world was
asunder,
As we were lashed by the hail, the rain
and the thunder.
The streets were awash, but it was a
fact,
That it didn't stop Helen doing her
vaudeville act.
And then John de Coque, spelt with a
"Q",
Danced for the kids with a trick or two.
Then it was Sedua and Tashigaon at
last,
We seemed to be climbing incredibly
fast.
There we washed in hot water, but it
must be told,
John W. paid a 100 Roops for a bucket
of cold.
Next day we ascended into the snow,
To Makalu Base Camp we were eager
to go.
But fate intervened, it was really a
farce,
We were unable to climb beyond
Shipton's Pass
As we admired the peaks, the
magnificent view,
Makalu was mocking us as only Nature
can do.
So sadly we descended, to Tashigaon
and lower,
And the skip in our step became
noticeably slower.
Then to the river to wash, went Trish
and Kaye so demure,

Until they were sprung by a Pommy
voyeur.
And then there was Bob, who thought
that he oughta,
Don 60 kilos and become our new
porter.
We all took some photos, some
serious, some whacky,
But the prize for sheer volume must go
to our Jacqui.
Then Tumlingtar at last, we were all
feeling calmer,
As we started rehearsing for our
spectacular drama.
Chris, a New Zealander, looking real
scraggy,
Usurped the main role of a fair dinkum
swaggie.
But despite the star cast, it isn't a
wonder,
That Erith the jumbuck stole all their
thunder.
To rapturous applause, and now that
you ask it,
They particularly enjoyed when she
was stuffed in a basket.
But the Nepalis excelled, when they
danced on for ages,
As each of the Aussies slipped off in
stages.
The moral of this tale, and have one it
must,
Is that the weather in Nepal you never
can trust.
But the Bush Club spirit, shown by this
group all and one,
Showed determination, good spirits
and laughter and fun.
But special thanks go to Tony, as it
would be absurd,
To say that without him this trek
could've occurred.

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS

Ottilia Kertai, Gill Blackmore, John
Colyer, Sue Kirkman, Heran Kim, Bob
Mullins, Thomas Ebersoll, Darne
O’Neill, Helen Ford, Erinne Santosa,
Jill Giles, Christopher Mahoney,
Rowena Realubit, Jennifer Fisher,
Christopher Strojny
HEARD ON THE TRACK
The subject was Richard (Dick)
Weston’s pedestrian collision in York
Street where Dick was bowled over,
breaking his hip. Advice of this
accident headed “The Misfortune of
Richard Weston” was E mailed by
Michael Pratt.
One
Recipient
explained: “I don't want to make
light of this accident and I feel very
sorry for Dick whom I don't think I
know, but I can't let the heading for
this email, titled “The Misfortune of
Richard (Dick) Weston” go without
commenting that it seems a take on
the “Fortunes of Richard Mahoney”, a
novel I had to study for the old leaving
certificate in 1963, and which I hated.
Other previous classes got to study
Jane Austen or similar but not my
year: Sorry about the rant- I'm
obviously still traumatised.
PLEASE NOTE
 Leaders of trips away - if the trip is
being planned through a commercial
operation please ensure this is notified
on the programme.
 Transport share cost has increased to
33 cents per kilometre

What’s on our website?
 Leader profiles and volunteers who
will help new leaders. The list is at the
end of the online program.
 Information and forms for leaders.
 Guidelines for all members including
Walk Grading Guide.
 Photo gallery (enormous) – see
photos of walks from the last 4
months.
 Tips on all sorts of things related to
bushwalking and the website.
 Archives of previous newsletters as
well as historical Walks & Talks.
 Formula for transport share costs

Just browse through the menu at

www.bushclub.org.au
Bush Club Committee plus contact
details – see contact us on the website.

Bush Club PLB Personal
Locator Beacons
The Club has 2 Personal Locator
Beacons (PLB) for use by leaders
on walks.
Tony
Hickson
(email
bushclubwebmaster@gmail.com)
and Graham Conden (0418 647
951) are custodians of the PLBs.
You can contact them at any time to
borrow one.
Note that a PLB is to be used only
in life threatening situations, as a
last resort. You should always try
to contact emergency services via
your mobile phone and “triple zero”.
Emergency services will have a
better idea of how to respond to
your incident/injuries if you can
contact them via your mobile
phone.
For
more
information
see
the Information for Leaders page
on our website.
www.bushclub.org.au.

The article below appeared in Walks
& Talks issue 18 from June 1960. For
more fascinating articles from the
past be sure to check out the archived
copies on the website.
THE BUSH CLUB ON WHEELS.
The first year.
The Bush Club had its first outing by
cars on the Queen's Birthday weekend 1959, and after a year's trial, it
looks as though the idea has come to
stay. We have had a variety of trips
since then – all well attended – and
luckily, all quite free of trouble as far
as the cars and drivers are
concerned. Sunday trips could be
interesting – but unfortunately
Sunday traffic is so heavy, that it
seems that this idea will not appeal
to many.
The car idea has both advantages and
disadvantages – as of course has the
bus or train to starting points. No
doubt it gives us much greater scope.
We can organize to get to country
which was closed to us before
because we had not the time
available to cover the necessary
distance. We can manage what used
to be a three-day weekend in a two
day weekend. We can make a
comfortable base camp, and explore
local country, and people who would
otherwise be barred, by distance or
time or weight, can come and join us
– and all these have been done at our
different car week-ends during the
year.
On the other hand the cars cannot be
used for round trips, and one
certainly misses the large group in
the train, in a warm comfy stoj
coming home from a hard week-end
– with the chance to talk to just
anybody – instead of the very limited

portion of the party in each car. The
car trip is much harder for the leader
to organise too, and much credit is
due to the good leaders we have had.
Human nature being what it is –
passengers feel they can rely on their
driver to wait for them – although
they accept the fact that the train
driver certainly won't – and this idea
could force the party into little
groups, some early and some late.
This makes life difficult for the leader
– and in the case of traffic delay could
make a wide separation in the party.
The Bush Club is in no danger of
becoming a wheel club instead of a
walking club – and four week-ends in
a six-month schedule seems a very
reasonable and pleasant percentage.

NOT ALL THIEVES ARE STUPID
Ken Woodward
Ken Woodward has kindly passed on
these stories that he had received.
Whether the stories are true or urban
myths, there is some good advice,
especially
as
bushwalkers
and
travellers we often leave vehicles
parked for long periods at track heads,
airport parking, etc.
1. Long-Term Parking: Some people
left their car in the long-term parking
at Windsor while away, and someone
broke into the car. Using the
information on the car's registration in
the glove compartment, they drove
the car to the people's home in Essex
and robbed it. So I guess if we are
going to leave the car in long-term
parking, we should NOT leave our
registration/insurance cards in it, nor
the remote garage door opener. This
gives us something to think about with
all our new electronic technology.

2. GPS: Someone had their car broken
into while they were at a hockey
game. Their car was parked on the
green which was adjacent to the arena
and specially allotted to hockey
fans. Things stolen from the car
included a garage door remote control,
some money and a GPS which had
been prominently mounted on the
dashboard. When the victims got
home, they found that their house had
been ransacked and just about
everything worth anything had been
stolen. The thieves had used the GPS
to guide them to the house. They then
used the garage remote control to
open the garage door and gain entry to
the house. The thieves knew the
owners were at the hockey game, they
knew what time the game was
scheduled to finish and so they knew
how much time they had to clean out
the house. It would appear that they
had brought a truck to empty the
house of its contents. Something to
consider if you have a GPS - don't put
your home address in it. Put a nearby
address (like a store or gas station) so
you can still find your way home if you
need to, but no one else would know
where you live if your GPS were
stolen.

3. MOBILE PHONES: I never thought of
this! This lady has now changed her
habit of how she lists names on her
mobile phone after her handbag was
stolen. Her handbag, which contained
her cell phone, credit card, wallet, etc.,
was stolen. Twenty minutes later when
she called her hubby, from a pay
phone telling him what had happened,
hubby says, "I received your text asking
about our PIN number and I replied a
little while ago." When they rushed
down to the bank, the bank staff told
them all the money was already

withdrawn. The thief had actually
used the stolen cell phone to text
"hubby" in the contact list and got hold
of the PIN. Within 20 minutes he had
withdrawn all the money from their
bank
account.

Moral
of
this
story
a. Do not disclose the relationship
between you and the people in your
contact list. Avoid using names like
Home, Honey, Hubby, Sweetheart,
Dad,
Mum,
etc.
b. And, very importantly, when
sensitive info is being asked through
texts, CONFIRM by calling back.
c. Also, when you're being texted by
friends or family to meet them
somewhere, be sure to call back to
confirm that the message came from
them. If you don't reach them, be very
careful about going places to meet
"family and friends" who text you.

4. PURSE IN THE SHOPPING TROLLEY
SCAM: A lady went grocery-shopping
at a local mall and left her purse sitting
in the child seat of the trolley while she
reached something off a shelf. Wait till
you read the WHOLE story! Her wallet
was stolen, and she reported it to the
store personnel. After returning home,
she received a phone call from the
Mall Security to say that they had her
wallet and that although there was no
money in it, it did still hold her
personal papers. She immediately
went to pick up her wallet, only to be
told by Mall Security that they had not
called her. By the time she returned
home again, her house had been
broken into and burgled. The thieves
knew that by calling and saying they
were Mall Security, they could lure her
out of her house long enough for them
to burgle it.

The Northwest Circuit,
Stewart Island, NZ 2017
By Jeff RAY

Sylvine and I returned to complete this
walk in Jan after 30 years of idle
contemplation having walked to the first
of 10 huts, Port William in the late 70's. In
that time, the Rakiura National Park was
gazetted and the Rakiura Track created.
The Rakiura now forms part of the of the
NZ Great Walks collection.
All NZ Great Walks are tourist magnets
and often suffer excessive patronage as a
result. The additional charges levied on
Great Walks are used to subsidise The
Backcountry Huts which are much less
frequented and under significantly less
pressure from habitation. Consequently,
while Great Walks Huts need to be booked
in advance, Backcountry Hut spaces are
available on a first come basis. The
maximum occupation time in any hut is 2
nights. With that in mind, we spent 4 out
of 10 nights sharing our own company
which was nice.
The Rakiura Great Walk is a 3 day subset
of the 9-11 day Northwest Circuit (NWC)
and the vast majority of folk who take the
45 minute ferry ride to Oban from Bluff
are there for the short version.
The NWC is a challenge requiring patience,
determination and of course durable wet
weather gear. I don't regard myself as
especially fit although I trained up in the
month or two leading up to the walk. The
latitude of 47oS presents one with a 14
hour day in summer. Darkness falls after

9.00pm which provides a slow walker with
14 hours of daylight to negotiate their way
through mud, around tree roots and into
and out of moist gullies barely noted on a
20m contour interval map. This walk is
famous for mud as much as anything else
but after a few days along the track, the
remoteness and raw beauty of the island
begins to take hold.
Walking around the island, most days one
traverses beaches, either sand or boulder
strewn. Tide times need to be kept in mind
in a few places. The beaches make a
welcome change from the constant grind
and closed in nature of the trail further
inland. The forest is so thick around the
edges of the island, it comes as no surprise
that White Tailed Deer manage to survive
the shooters that seek them. This is
understandable as the purpose of
recreational hunting here is not
eradication, but rather to select a beast of
appropriate size and quality. I must admit
to a newfound respect for hunters after
reading many of the sport specific
magazines we found in huts along the
way. Pictures of people posing with dead
animals they have just killed don't do it for
me but I now have some appreciation of
the effort and skills involved.
As an Australian walker, there are a few
positives about the NWC.
1. No navigational skills required. Follow
the trail and the orange markers along it.
You are not going to get lost across 125
kms.
2. Fresh water is found almost everywhere
due to 4-5000mm annual rainfall. You
spend a reasonable amount of time
walking through, over or next to it. There
is only 1 section of the trail, up and over
the range where water needs to be
carried.
3. No snakes, leeches or ticks.
4. No tents or mats required as the huts
provide secure dry accommodation with
soft vinyl mattresses available on wooden
bunks.

5. A great chance to see a Stewart Island
Brown Kiwi in the wild.
What you should take.
1. Gaiters
2. Fuel Stove and fuel.
3. DEET Insect repellent for the sandflies
exist not in Fiordland proportions, but
they will surely seek you out and leave an
impression.
4. Anti-Itch Cream and an antihistamine
What you need to do.
1. Register your walk plan*
2. Buy a Back Country Hut Pass* to cover
your hut fees.
3. Take food for the whole trip. Invercargill
has a Pack and Pay Supermarket which can
supply all your needs.
4. Start with the recommended walking
times. If you're a slowpoke like me, add
30-40%. Depart hut early.
What you might do.
1. Hire* or bring your own PLB. Register
your walk plan.
2. Hire* a large laminated map of the
walk.
3. You can buy fuel or food in Queenstown
and take it to Stewart Island but you will
pay a premium if you do so. I eventually
found fuel in an Invercargill servo after
trying supermarkets and bushwalking
stores across the city where I had fully
expected to come across it. Later spied it
in stock in the only supermarket in Oban,
where I found it at half the price. That's
the small 4 Square Supermarket. I would
not risk it being available there. Suggest
you ring through prior to arriving on the
island and have it put aside. I purchased 2
litres and would probably have managed
with 1 as all of our main meals were
Freeze Dried. Minimal cooking = less fuel.
Buy freeze dried products in Invercargill
(also happens to be the town where they
are produced) or buy your normal
dehydrated, fresh goods etc. but take
additional fuel.
4. Thin sock liners. Despite walking with
wet boots and socks for much of the time,
blisters were never an issue.

5. Walking Poles helped us steady
ourselves climbing up and down slippery
root mud infested trails.
6. Pre-book a Water Taxi from Freshwater
Hut to Oban (45 min). Departure times
depend on the tide. Save 2 days of walking
to complete the walk from Mason Bay in
one day. This allows you to spend an
additional day or two along the way at a
hut of your choosing and it's a beautiful
way to finish and head for a shower and
that pub meal.
7. The ascent to the summit of Mt Anglem
(1000m. asl) from Christmas Village at sea
level is tough. It's achievable but expect
mud, rain, fog and steep gradients. If you
are fit enough, it's still a lucky dip. We did
not attempt this, met younger folk that
had tried but turned back due to poor
conditions. Still, it's a more than
respectable challenge.
8. I used a Garmin Etrex 30 with their
Australia/New Zealand Topo Lite Map
card. Really convenient to locate you in
thick forest (NWC trail included) but
susceptible to inaccuracy under a dense
canopy of wet leaves. Use it when you
reach an opening in the forest. It records a
number of statistics for example, on Day 2
from Port William to Bungaree Hut, we
managed 1 kph due to the mud. A distance
of 6 km took us 6 hours, recommended
time 4 hours. That was day 2. Ouch! Now I
know I can do that calculation with a map
and a watch but there are other benefits
in using a GPS. Knowing your altitude for
example, gives you a reasonable
estimation of where you are along a track.
They say if you get to Christmas Village on
day 3, you'll be ok. And so it was.
P.S The Southern Circuit on Stewart Island
is a shorter but more difficult proposition.
Due to a lack of funding the national park
service has had to stop track maintenance.
If you really like mud and navigation, try
this!
P.P.S YouTube can be a helpful resource
prior to departure.
* At Oban National Park Office

